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Open Door Bookshop 

"The Glory of Old Books"

There is a comforting smell of old books, that pacifies and relaxes the

mind. The yellowed pages, faint lettering and creamy smoothness of the

pages are a pleasure to the book-lover. The Open Door Bookshop

provides a similar experience with its vast collection of second-hand

books. Dealing in books since 1976, the bookstore has garnered quite a

few loyalists who browse through its stock in search of prized labels. One

can also sell our collection to the store at reasonable prices.

 +39 06 589 6478  www.books-in-italy.com/  opendoor@books-in-

italy.com

 Via Della Lungaretta 23,

Rome
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Mado 

"Old Treasures"

If you have a passion for vintage clothing and can find ways to make use

of apparel and accessories others no longer seem to want, then Mado is

perfect for you. The racks at this store are choc-a-bloc with funky

secondhand clothes that are sure to add a chic new touch to your

wardrobe. The collection of dresses is wonderful, and you will surely be

able to carry off a Lindy Hop dress from the '50s with style.

 Via del Governo Vecchio 89/a, Rome
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Antica Libreria Cascianelli 

"Bookworm Heaven"

This bookshop is perfect for students and collectors of rare titles, where is

possible to find historic texts hard to locate in most other stores. The texts

are well cared for and come from private collections or from the shop

owner's own research. He will also recommend trustworthy book restorers

to clients. Contemporary books on historical themes are also on sale here.

 +39 06 6880 2806  www.cascianelli.it/  cascianelli@mclink.com  Largo Febo 14/16, Rome
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Mercato Delle Stampe 

"Book Streets"

Mercato Delle Stampe is the place to visit for the book worms. They offer

prints, magazines, engravings, and classic books, and lots more variety.

Bargain as much as you can for the best deals. Search enough, and you

could be lucky with some music and architectural engravings.

 Largo della Fontanella di Borghese, Rome
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Abiti Usati 

"Rare Shopping!"

Abiti Usati is one place that you will find all the vintage items that are rare

collectables truly worth purchasing. The styles and variety of clothes

available at such low prices are unique and worth owning. If in the city,

and looking for good shopping options, a visit here is a must!

 +39 06 6830 7105  Via del Governo Vecchio 35, Rome

 by Davies_Designs   

Sempre Verde 

"Style Chic"

Girls will sure love this place! Sempre Verde offers all the street style looks

and vintage clothing, that add to the variety of your wardrobe. The clothes

are carefully styled and you will be surprise with the collections. All this

and lots more available at surprising low and convenient prices.

 Via del Governo Vecchio 26, Rome

 by pixel2013   

IBS 

"Beautiful & Spacious Bookshop"

This extremely large bookshop, spread over many floors, has sections

devoted to all kinds of books. The upper floor is dedicated to the

humanities such as psychology, philosophy and medicine. The music

department comprises of a huge collection of books on the subject and

customers can also hear the latest CDs. The basement, housing a variety

o paperbacks, is a place that fiction lovers should explore. There is also a

good coffee shop on the top floor where you can relax while leafing

through your purchases. This library also host events that will be enjoyed

by the readers, like book signing or author speeches.

 +39 06 488 5405  negozi.libraccio.it/negozi/r

oma/libraccio-roma

 roma@libraccio.it  Via Nazionale 254/225,

Rome
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